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Whatever happened to Vigo Halan?
After helping them successfully free a group of Transitionals held at the secret Rannler
facility, the best bounty hunter in the galaxy suddenly disappeared. A year and a half later,
Quinten still doesn’t know what happened to her.
Then he gets a message from the Telaris system that raises more questions than it
answers. Is it Vigo? If so, what is she doing at the edge of Republic space? If it isn’t, who
are they, what do they want, and why are they using her name?
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PROLOGUE

Three months ago:
Vigo leaned her head back, knocking it a few times against the tough skin of the
transport's headrest. Her feet were manacled and her body was restrained by a rigid frame of
metal that kept her pressed tightly into her seat. Her suit was standard detention-issue, a
one-piece with tight cuffs and no pockets, impregnated with nano-transmitters, constantly
broadcasting her position to any console within range. There were no weapons within reach
of her trapped hands, and she was surrounded by half-a-dozen trigger-happy Security Force
goons, armoured to the hilt.
She had been in worse.
One thing was sure, though. When she got out of this, she was going to present to
Quinten Tamlan such a large bill of services that the mutilated freedom fighter was going to
have to capture, then sell, an entire solar system just to settle the debt. And once she got her
hands on that money...
For a few moments, Vigo hummed, letting her mind drift to fantasies of a secluded
hideaway, maybe overlooking a turquoise ocean at the top of a windy bluff. A gas giant's
moon might be ideal, the large curve of a pastel planet dominating a hazy blue sky, rich in
oxygen and nitrogen. Yep, Tamlan had better start saving up, because the aid she'd given to
help break out some alien mutants from the Rannler research facility (what had she been
thinking?) was going to cost him some serious cash.
“So you're the Vigo Halan I've heard so much about,” a voice said from the side. “Not so
dangerous now, are you?”
Vigo glanced at the young soldier who’d spoken. Her gaze slipped down to the smirk on
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his face. She slowly rolled her eyes, calculating what she was going to say, testing out her
opponents. “Real original, scout. Someone help you with it or did you think up all those
complicated words by yourself?”
A pair of soldiers standing close by sniggered, and her taunter's face turned beet-red.
He took a step forward, arm raised, hand flat and rigid.
“Soldier!”
The new voice was louder, older, more in control.
Less able to manipulate.
Uh-oh, Vigo thought to herself. Trouble.
She was right.
The man who barked out the rebuke strode into view. He had a wiry build and moved
with ease under his armour. The suit was military-issue, not as sophisticated as the one
Quinten Tamlan had and not as comfortable to wear, but the newcomer wore it as if he
couldn't feel the weight of the rigid plates or the lack of padding between it and his flesh. Vigo
bet that, if he ever shed his metal skin, there would be calluses on his body where the armour
rubbed into muscle and bone. A tough character.
She knew she could take the others—young, inexperienced, impulsive, all with more
bravado than brains—but this new one was a different deal. If she wanted to get off the
prison transport while he was still on it, she was going to need help.
“I’ve been informed that you already have an insubordination mark on your record,” the
commander said. “Feel like adding to it?”
Vigo's tormentor snapped to attention. “No, sir.”
“I didn't think so.” The commander looked down to a flexible display that curved over his
left forearm. “According to the original schedule, we were supposed to deliver the prisoner to
e'Bultar for processing, but there's been a change of plan. We need to stop at Yalt Field first.
I'm transmitting the transfer orders to each of you.”
“But sir,” another soldier said, “Yalt Field is on this planet.”
“That's right.”
The young man shrugged. “So why can't they come to us?”
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“I asked the exact same question,” the commander said, nodding. “I was told that the
prisoners we are taking on board at Yalt are of special interest to the Security Force.” He
looked at Vigo, as if including her in his explanation. “Too special to risk with a less-secure
form of transport. Therefore, we go to them. Then we head for e'Bultar.” He paused but
nobody said a word. “Are we ready for take-off?”
“Yes, sir!”
“Then what are we waiting for?”
Vigo pretended to look disinterested, but her mind was flipping through a range of
possibilities. She closed her eyes to complete the illusion that she was resigned and beaten.
It also helped with her concentration.
She knew these prison transports. Had rendezvoused with many of them in the past.
There were usually two personnel in the cockpit, accompanied by four to six security guards,
in addition to the prisoner complement. On this trip, including the commander, there were
four armed men in the main cabin. So far, she was the only prisoner but she was sure there
would be additional soldiers coming on board once they landed at Yalt, especially if the new
intake was as special as the commander had intimated.
Was there opportunity, as well as the extra prisoners, waiting for her at Yalt?
“Take-off,” the commander said. “And silent running to Yalt. Command is worried about
possible eavesdroppers.”
“Yes, sir!”
The sound of someone settling opposite her was soon drowned out by the rumble of
igniting engines. Vigo was pulled a little deeper into her chair by sudden acceleration, then
released as the transport lifted into the sky.
“According to this manifest, you're Vigo Halan.”
Vigo snapped her eyes open and looked into a pair of icy blue eyes. She said nothing.
“You must be something special as well. It’s not often an entire transport gets
commandeered for just one person. And a woman at that. If we weren't stopping at Yalt, I
might even call the trip to e'Bultar...wasteful.”
He was baiting her. Vigo smiled and blew him a kiss.
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With a grunt, he threw himself against the seat's back and impatiently snapped his
harness shut, looking towards the cockpit door. He caught the gaze of a soldier. “How long till
we reach Yalt?”
One of the guards unsnapped his restraints. “I'll go find out, sir.” He tapped out an
access code on the door panel and disappeared inside. Moments later, he emerged and
sank back into his seat. “Twelve minutes, sir.”
“Twelve minutes,” the commander repeated.
Vigo's gaze sharpened on the fingers of his right hand, beating a tattoo on his knee.
There's something not right here.
Moving her head, as if stretching her neck muscles, she checked out the interior of the
craft again. Two soldiers were seated up front, about two metres from the closed cockpit
door. Midway along was where she was cuffed and locked. The grim-faced commander was
opposite her. Near the rear gangway was a fourth man. The complement was more than
enough for escorting a single prisoner but, if they were about to pick up more at Yalt, then
she knew the number of Security Force personnel was going to swell considerably.
Vigo revised her thinking. Maybe her best odds for escape were right now. But with an
experienced veteran on board—she could tell at a glance that the commander had seen
combat action in the past—she wasn't going to be able to goad any of the younger men into
action. Furthermore, a twelve-minute window wasn't nearly enough for the kind of seduceand-eliminate plan she'd originally had in mind.
Damn!
And there was a further complication. Why was the commander nervous? His face was
carved in rock, but the dance of his fingers betrayed him. What was he waiting for? The
seconds ticked away.
She estimated that the transport was four minutes from Yalt when the cockpit door
opened. A head peered out.
“Sir, we're getting a call from planet HQ. They're asking some questions regarding our
route and itinerary.”
The commander straightened and unbuckled his harness. His body language segued
from tense to relaxed. Whatever he had been waiting for, it had just happened.
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“Did they give you the proper identification codes?” he asked, walking towards the
cockpit.
“Yes, sir. It all sounded above-board to—”
The older man entered and the door slid shut behind him, cutting off the rest of the
conversation.
Vigo glanced again at the other three soldiers, but they were lost in their own thoughts.
The commander didn't reappear, not even when the landing alarm sounded. Vigo felt the
ship descend, recalculated the odds of escaping and arrived, again, at a fat, depressing zero.
The transport settled on the ground with a thump and she heard the engines cut out.
Even as the soldiers were unbuckling their harnesses, the rear door cracked open,
descending into a smooth metal ramp. It was all dismally efficient.
“Sit tight, sweetheart,” one of the soldiers said as he walked past. He winked at her.
“We'll be back in no time.”
Beyond the back of the transport, the sun was bright. Vigo squinted through the
afternoon light at the unremarkable landing field, then looked away. Minutes passed.
This isn’t right.
Vigo knew military schedules. And she knew prisoner pickups. This process was taking
too long. And the commander still hadn’t emerged from the cockpit. She strained her ears,
but could hear nothing beyond the faint bellowing of a sergeant on a drill exercise. The
landing field was deathly quiet. Compressing her lips, Vigo pulled at her restraints, but they
held fast. She might not like being on the wrong side of a Republic incarceration order, but
she hated the silence even more.
Then, just as she was about to scream with frustration, she heard the sound of multiple
pairs of boots reverberating on metal.
The first two to come on board were the original soldiers. They were followed by five
prisoners, whose hands and feet were shackled together. They looked defiant but unhappy.
Vigo was sure she looked the same.
Following the prisoners was another veteran. He was portly but light on his feet, leading
a squad of four soldiers, trailed by the third original transport guard. Vigo did a quick recount
—that would make it nine Security Force plus two pilots against six prisoners. Not bad
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odds...if the six prisoners weren't tightly restrained.
“—know we have to be on the look-out for saboteurs,” Portly was saying, “but I still need
the rest of the paperwork, diversion or no diversion.”
One of the front soldiers looked unsure. “I'm sure the commander has it.” He looked
around, frowning. “Er, he must still be in the cockpit. I'll go get him.”
But the door slid open before he could get there. The commander stepped out and took
in the frozen positions of the guards.
“Is there a problem?” He smiled tightly.
“There sure is.” Portly raised his voice. “Now, I understand that you're transporting
sensitive, ah, cargo, but the paperwork still has to be filled in, Commander. Especially as we
weren't expecting you for another four hours.” He tapped his forearm padd. “Says here I need
to ask you for—”
The commander was quick, almost as quick as herself, and Vigo pursed her lips in
appreciation. The laser pistol whipped out of his holster and, with two lightning shots, the
soldiers at the front of the transport collapsed. Probably dead, Vigo decided. She sniffed the
air and thought she detected the faint hint of charred meat.
Moving as one, the five prisoners turned on the squad of guards, throwing themselves
on their captors to stop them from escaping or manoeuvring into better positions. That left
Portly, who surged forward with a roar of anger.
Vigo thought for a split-second then stuck her feet out, wincing as a hard shin met hers
and the man tumbled forward. The commander didn't hesitate. He shot the back of Portly's
head then turned and headed back to the cockpit, all without saying a word. Within seconds,
the ramp lifted, locking itself into its closed position with a clang. The transport began lifting.
This time, when the cockpit door slid open, Vigo looked past the commander. She saw
one figure slumped over a console and presumed the other pilot must be dead as well.
“Enough of this,” he muttered, striding past her.
Using the butt of his pistol, he whipped several of the guards into unconsciousness. The
prisoners, looping their shackles around the guards' throats, did the rest.
Fishing in his pocket, the commander withdrew a slim key and threw it to one of the
prisoners. “Galen, this is the master key. Get Hype free first. I need him in the cockpit.”
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“Yes sir!”
Vigo watched, impressed, as the five men moved like a single machine. One of them—
olive skin, dark eyes—zipped past her and Vigo concluded that he must be the pilot, Hype.
Galen, the one in charge of the other prisoners, was forgettable—tanned skin, average
height, average build, average looks—but he moved with confidence, using a minimum of
language to direct the other three to carry the corpses and lock them in the seat harnesses.
Nobody even glanced her way.
These guys are even better trained than the Security Force, she thought to herself.
The still-nameless commander emerged from the cockpit seconds later.
“Belt in,” he said. “We'll be coming down hard at the Neoindon Alps. Ninety seconds.”
Using the wall for support, he edged down the transport, checking that the guards were
secured and the prisoners were seated and harnessed. Around her, Vigo felt the transport jolt
and shudder as it hit pockets of turbulence. Wherever they were headed, the weather was
turning bad. The commander had just enough time to stumble into a seat and buckle in
before Vigo heard one of the engines explode. The sound echoed through the cabin, a boneshaking bass that made everyone wince. Almost immediately, the transport began twisting,
falling into a spin. Even though she was firmly locked in position, Vigo's hands grabbed at the
thin upholstery. The turbulence buffeting the transport increased, and everything she looked
at dissolved into jagged lines. Rattles grew in volume and she heard something break, but
couldn't focus enough to see what it was. If the pilot, Hype, was suffering from the same lack
of clear vision as she was, she wondered if any of them were going to get out of the transport
alive.
The clatter stopped abruptly, overwhelmed by a terrible scream of metal hitting rock, and
the floor in front of her buckled. Despite her harness, Vigo instinctively tried to put out her
hands as the floor revolved to become the ceiling. Another cry of strained metal echoed
through the cabin. Over and over they went, in torturous slowness.
The final impact of the transport against rock was sudden, shocking and Vigo, her head
flying back to hit the headrest, blacked out for a moment. When she came to her senses,
blinking her eyes, three of the men were already out of their harnesses, hammering the rear
hatch open with whatever was at hand. Their work was made more difficult by the fact that
the vessel was resting on a steep incline, nose first.
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As Vigo swung her gaze towards the front of the transport, the cockpit door lurched
open. As if this happened every day, the olive-skinned pilot began climbing over seats and
dislodged equipment with easy grace, heading for the rear hatch.
“Nice work, Hype,” the commander said. “That should get them thinking.”
“The other engine is set to blow in less than sixty seconds, sir. I wouldn't hang around.”
The hatch finally creaked open, the lid bending and breaking away, and Vigo felt a blast
of cold air swirl into the transport along with fluffy white flakes of snow. Whoever had
mentioned “Alps” hadn't been kidding. The cold gave her an instant headache. A knife of pain
sliced across her forehead. She blinked, lifted her hand as far as it could reach and grazed
her forehead, wiping at something wet. Her fingers came away red.
The commander hadn't stopped giving orders. “Get out. Don't take any equipment from
the transport. Galen, take this jammer and set it up a safe distance away. The rest of you,
assemble at Galen's position. Move, move!”
As the men climbed from the transport, its metal shell creaked and swayed. Vigo
wondered whether the shuttle would fall further down a jagged mountain slope before it
exploded.
The commander turned. Vivid blue eyes examined her.
Vigo knew she looked banged up. She knew she was bleeding. But she wasn't beaten.
Not yet. She arched an eyebrow in enquiry but said nothing.
He grinned at her impudence. “You want out of here?”
Vigo put as much sarcasm as she could into her voice, even as the icy wind threatened
to whip her words away.
“What do you think, scout?”
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Chapter One

Quinten's voice was firm. “No.”
“Aw c'mon Tamlan, this heap of rock could collapse on us tomorrow and we'd lose
everything. You know I wouldn't suggest it otherwise.”
“It's too dangerous. Saff, tell her.”
The white-skinned alien turned to face Erna Oisyn across the table. “Quinten Tamlan is
correct. I have picked up intense military net traffic over the past few months. Space Fleet
patrols have increased in number and frequency. We are safest remaining here on Gilgan.”
“You're blaming our inaction on increased traffic, eh?” Oisyn's lips twisted. “Okay, I'll buy
it. But do we know why?”
Quinten shook his head. “It started not long after we took this base, three months ago.
It's coincidence, but it makes any move dangerous.”
“Because you know that this damned moon creaks almost as much as my bones do.”
Oisyn was nothing if not persistent. “I know, Erna.”
“And clearing out Somen's old booby-traps not only collapsed some tunnels but
weakened the structure of the outer chambers.”
“I know that, too.”
“And all we need is some rogue asteroid hurtling around to smash us in the—”
Quinten raised his voice. “I'm aware of that as well.” He paused. “Is there anything
else?”
She snorted with disgust. “Nah.” Clearly unhappy, she rotated her shoulders, trying to
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ease the tension in her body. “I've just about finished the inventory. I'll shoot it to you later
today.”
“I hadn't expected you to take this long.”
“There was a lot more here than either of us expected. Looks like Somen had been
using this place as his personal vault for years.” Oisyn shook her head. “Do you know how
many chambers full of debris and other crud I had to wade through? Which reminds me, how
many of his Raygun friends know about Gilgan?”
Quinten scratched his cheek. “That's a good question. Not many, I don't think, or
someone would have come calling by now.” He looked across at his second-in-command.
“It's been months since we killed Faks and took Gilgan. A cartel can't last long without
someone in charge. Do we know who's taken control of the Mitres Rayguns?”
“Yes. His name is Lapiz Carte. He was captain of the Rayguns' largest cruiser, Iron Fist.”
“That's what I always liked about the Rayguns,” Quinten said, “their subtlety.”
“But he recently changed his name. He's now calling himself Lapiz Silvereye.”
“Really? Clever.”
Back when Faks Somen was heir-apparent to the Mitres Rayguns pirate cartel, and
Quinten was a junior scientist following in his parents' footsteps, Faks used to regale the
impressionable Quinten with tales of how the Somen family had almost ended up ruling the
Republic. If it hadn't been for the critical defeat at 59 Silvereye, Faks often declared, the
current President may well have been a Somen descendant.
By changing his name from Carte to Silvereye, it looked like the new head of the Mitres
Rayguns was angling to cash in on Faks's old legend.
“So could this Silvereye character come after us?” Oisyn asked.
Quinten thought about it for a second before shaking his head. “I don't think so. Faks
never put his trust in anyone he considered dangerous,” which had included him at one time.
“If someone knows about Gilgan, it's more likely to be a minor player.”
But Oisyn wasn't giving up. “A minor player who could pay us a visit, thus hoping to turn
into a major player?”
Quinten tightened his lips. “Could be. Saff, how are our defences?”
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“The bunker complex itself is secure,” she said. “I could install further safeguards on the
two side-entrances.”
“Ye—no. Let's think about this. If we keep any attackers out, they might get the bright
idea of blasting us to pieces. However, once they're inside, they're less likely to risk bringing
the roof down on their heads.”
Saff nodded. “You mean to lure attackers in before destroying them.”
“Exactly. Can you arrange something like that? Internal skarf pits perhaps?”
“I'll talk with Mr. Cenredi. I'm sure he'll have plenty of ideas.”
“Erna, is there anything else?”
“No, suppose not.” The ex-pirate pushed herself to her feet. “I'll get that inventory to
you.”
“Thanks.”
Quinten waited until he and Saff were alone in the room before broaching the next
subject.
“Saff...” He hesitated. “Kiel...the room where Kiel was...kept.”
The alien nodded.
Quinten glanced down at the table, to the white of Saff's right hand. The blotchiness of
her left. She had exposed that hand to hard vacuum when she had been tasked with
infiltrating the Gilgan base. Back when Faks Somen was still alive. Before Quinten had put a
well-deserved shot between the pirate's eyes.
Saff had succeeded in her mission and saved the lives of the Perdition crew. All it had
taken was the mutilation of her hand and the second murder of his wife.
“I don't want...” He paused. The words had been smooth and clear in his mind, but
saying them out loud was difficult. “The laboratory where Kiel's...body was kept. Can you
make sure it's completely cleared out? I don't need the reminder.”
“Of course, Quinten Tamlan.”
His gaze fixated on Saff's left hand, her two middle fingers still stunted, the skin
resembling that of a spotted animal's. “I just want to say, I'm sorry about how I treated you
after we killed—”
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“We have already spoken of this. Several times. Your emotional response was
understandable, Quinten Tamlan. Kiel Souiad was your wife.”
“I'm still getting over the shock of seeing her,” he said. “I had come to terms with Kiel
being dead, but seeing her walk towards Faks...Faks admitting that she had been his
personal robot servant for almost a decade...” His face hardened. “Shooting was too good for
the bastard.”
“Yes, I agree.” She looked thoughtful. “I have been researching human psychology and
the concept of 'vengeance'. Perhaps you should have kept Somen alive. A productive
session of torture and incoherent screams may have helped to, as Mr. Cenredi says, 'get it
out of your system'.”
He stared up at her impassive face, a frown cracking his brow. After a beat, he grinned.
“That's a sharp sense of humour you're developing.”
“Thank you.”
Quinten breathed in, then let it out in a whoosh. “Okay, so we're in a mix of good and
bad news. The good is that, with the increased Republic activity, even the pirate cartels are
lying low. The bad is that, with the increased activity, we have to lie low as well. Erna has
been distracting herself with everything stored in this place,” he waved his hand, indicating
the room and everything outside of it, “rather than scouting out new deals. She may argue
the reason but, deep inside, she knows it's too dangerous to attempt anything. Forget
Rannler, we couldn't even pull off a job like Sapporo right now.”
“I believe she may also suffer from cleithrophobia.”
“Cleithro-what?”
“The fear of the roof falling on her.”
“Hmm. Must be those spacer genes. Spend enough time on a ship and you jump if you
feel a breeze.”
“I have been investigating the reason behind the tightening of Republic security,” Saff
said, bringing the conversation back on track, “but the rumours are difficult to verify.”
“What kind of rumours?”
“They vary, from a rogue band of Space Fleet officers jacking a cruiser to a mass
breakout of prisoners at the e'Bultar detention facility.”
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“And you can't figure out which is the truth?”
“No. Sometimes, the Republic keeps very good secrets.”
“Well, keep hacking away. If anyone can find out the truth under the drak, it's you. I really
need to know how long this lock-down is going to last.”
“I shall do my best, Quinten Tamlan.”
“In the meantime, I might go and pay Mr. Cenredi a visit. See how the Perdition's bearing
up.”
“Very well.” Saff rose. “I shall contact you should I discover anything interesting.”
“Thanks.”

Quinten took one of Faks's shuttles up to the ship. At one time, the Alliance had a single
shuttle and a spare bay. Now, they had small vessels coming out of their ears. As the Cloud
Skimmer II was still on Gilgan, there was an empty slot on the Perdition for Quinten. Over the
past month, Toy Cenredi had been working on automating several routine operations and
docking was one of them. When Quinten finally emerged at the stern end of the Perdition's
wide corridor, there wasn't anyone to greet him, and he fought down a stab of
disappointment.
This was a different kind of loneliness, he knew. A few years ago, he thought that the
lack of company on his ship meant that he was self-reliant, tough, canny. Now he saw the
empty space around him as nothing more than the interior of a spaceworthy crypt.
He needed to see his engineer, so he started off at a brisk pace, taking a left turn after
the canteen and descending to the ship's lower levels. He heard voices echoing down a short
corridor before the doorway hove into view.
“—if you want. I am most interested in the feasibility of your suggestions.”
Saff's voice. She must have got in touch while he was still in transit to the ship.
“Yeah okay. Anything else?”
“Yes. Please include time parameters in your proposals.”
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“Are we in a hurry?”
“We could be.”
“Uh, okay, Saff. I'll get something to you within the next few hours.”
“Thank you, Mr. Cenredi. Gilgan out.”
Quinten must have made a sound as he entered the main engineering room because
Toy spun around, a laser pistol magically aimed in his direction. There was a moment of
tension before Toy relaxed.
“Oh, it's you, grandpa.” He beckoned to the main monitor while he holstered his weapon.
“I was just on the line with Saff. Seems you want me to help set up some ambush points?”
Quinten nodded. “Someone from the Mitres Rayguns could be coming after us and I'd
like to be prepared if he is.”
Toy shrugged. “Sure, I'll see what I can do.”
As far as Quinten was concerned, Toy Cenredi was growing in leaps and bounds. That
was a psychological, as well as physical, assessment. Over the past few months, the
Perdition's engineer had grown by a few centimetres and his body had filled out. He had also
been practising his sharpshooting. Quinten didn't know if the young man would still be so
foolish as to charge an enemy's hiding position after being frozen in fear—that question could
only be answered in an actual combat situation—but he was a much better shot, with more
control over his weapons. His self-confidence had also appreciably increased.
“What brings you up here, grandpa? You want to check on the ship?”
“Just a routine visit. Do you need anything from the surface?”
“From the surface? Well, a bay big enough to hide in would be nice. I feel exposed
circling Gilgan like this. I know we have our long-range sensors working, but...” He made a
clicking sound with his tongue.
Quinten said nothing. Toy was right. If they weren't actively planning something—and
with the current situation, they weren't—the next best thing was to hide, locking everything
down till the coast was clear. Unfortunately, Quinten hadn't figured on any plans beyond
killing Faks Somen, half-convinced that he might lose his own life in the process. The last
thing he had expected was to execute his enemy and take over the man's secret cache of
technology and treasure. Now what did he do?
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“Maybe you can figure out a vacuum dock,” Quinten said.
“A vacuum dock?”
“Like the sort they use at the Republic shipyards, but on Gilgan's surface instead. Use
the tractor beams to create a few machinery dumps on the moon, then plant the ship right in
the middle of one. Figure if you can use the tunnels on this moon as an escape route for us,
should anyone attack.”
Toy's eyes brightened. “An escape route?”
“There must be some shafts we can connect and use. And if we can rest the Perdition on
Gilgan's surface, that's so much less energy we're expending. Of course, we're going to have
to make sure we pick a part of the moon that can support her weight.”
“We can set up some hidden missile barrages in the junk,” Toy said, his enthusiasm
palpable.
“And, while you're investigating the mining complexes, you might come across some
nice locations for search party ambushes. That should make Saff happy.”
The young man bobbed his head. “Great idea, grandpa. I'll get on it straightaway.”
“Er, do you know where Demos is?”
Toy gestured to the ceiling. “In the command room. He's been running some diagnostics
for me.”
With a nod, Quinten took his leave and headed for the short ladder leading up to the
ship's main corridor.
Demos, son of ex-Alliance member, Delee.
Quinten's heart constricted when he thought of the mercurial mistress of camouflage and
how ruthlessly he'd thrown her—and everybody else—off the ship after losing Kiel. Seven
years later, full of remorse and burgeoning resolve, he had tried finding Delee. To apologise,
to propose compensation and to offer a new, better partnership. He'd failed. By the time he
and Erna had tracked her whereabouts to the pleasure resort of Erehwon in the Isis system,
all they'd found was her son—a professional escort, filled equal parts with rage, disdain and
good cheer. Quinten had harboured doubts about bringing the fickle jack on board the
Perdition, but he'd had no choice. If he wanted to confront Faks Somen, he knew he needed
every bit of help he could get and the son of an old Alliance member was better than nothing.
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“I wonder how she died,” Quinten asked himself. He reached the main corridor and
headed for the front of the ship.
Demos had told him on Erehwon that his mother had perished from a broken heart. It
was a cruel, whimsical statement that had the desired effect. Quinten was crushed and, with
so many other things going on, he had left it at that. In the frantic weeks that followed—
investigating Faks's movements; getting valuable intel from the Alliance's ex-engineer,
Venkat Digby; a brief tangle with a ring of hermaphrodite spies on Zart Drift—events had
moved too quickly to question Demos more closely. And, despite his misgivings, Quinten had
to admit that the man turned out to be competent at a variety of tasks, from helping out with
the ship's maintenance to taking on sniper duties. If anything, that made him an even bigger
puzzle. A prostitute who knew how to calibrate thruster units? A bisexual entertainer who was
also a military-grade crack shot? There were so many pieces to Demos that refused to fit
together that Quinten wasn't sure where to begin.
After disposing of Faks and his cadre of trusted minions on Gilgan three months ago,
Demos had thrown himself into work. If Quinten was of a more suspicious nature, he'd think
the jack was deliberately avoiding him. But why that should be, was a question he couldn't
begin to answer.
He spun through the command room doors and saw Demos hunched over a console.
The other man turned his head, shooting Quinten a welcoming smile before switching his
attention back to a screen. But Quinten had seen the look of absorption on his face.
“Problems?”
Demos shook his head, still concentrating on the machinery. “Just doing some work for
Toy. And straightening up around this place.”
“Straightening up?”
Demos turned to his commander, a small smile on his face. “The only reason you and
Saff could move around this ship was because there were only the two of you on this hulk.
Then Toy joined you. Then Erna. Then me. In case you hadn't noticed, things are starting to
get a bit crowded.”
Quinten didn't agree. “It's not—”
“When you cut that corridor through the ship,” Demos said, “you didn't dispose of all the
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equipment you culled, did you? No, I didn't think so. Instead, you got the reno crew to load as
much stuff into the other cabins and storage bays as you could.”
Demos quirked an eyebrow, the smile turning into a smirk. “I bet you had the wonderful
resolution to go through all the junk and sort it out but, once you became comfortable, it
became a problem for another day.”
Quinten tightened his lips, but couldn't argue with Demos's basic logic. He was, damn
the man, right. “This ship was meant for a crew of twenty, not five.”
“That would be twenty people with a disciplined sense of luggage,” Demos said. “Not five
of us who have to climb over mountains of machinery just to get to the conference room.”
Quinten's voice was dry. “You obviously have a solution in mind.”
“Already executing on it, captain sir. Erna and I have been running the shuttle back and
forth. I mean, if she's going to sort out all the junk that Somen left behind, a few more bayfuls
from the Perdition isn't going to make much of a difference, is it?”
And there it was. The puzzle of Demos in a nutshell. While everything the jack was
saying sounded rational enough, Quinten couldn't help the nagging feeling that Demos had
somehow engineered the problem of the Perdition's “junk” so he could give Erna something to
do. Something that would keep her mind off deals she couldn't search for or negotiate. And
yet, he also couldn't shake the feeling that the jack had been studiously avoiding him. Who,
exactly, was the real Demos?
“You haven't touched my gym, have you?” Quinten asked, irritation lacing his voice.
“Universe forbid.” Demos rolled his eyes. “We only moved the other junk.”
“You're welcome to use it when we're travelling, but nobody messes with it. All the
equipment remains right where I put it.” Quinten wanted to be sure his message was clear.
The gym was one of his current working rooms, but also a link to the man he had once been.
“Whatever you say, Captain Tamlan.”
“I need you to help Toy. We're broadcasting quite an energy signature as we orbit this
moon. I want the Perdition set down and camouflaged. Toy has some ideas on that.”
“Set down? On Gilgan? That'll be a relief. All these shuttles up and down to the moon
have been driving me crazy.”
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“I want it done in a week. We may get some company and I want to be ready for them.”
“Consider it done.”

Quinten was right. It took a week of arranging discarded machinery, seismic analyses and a
few judiciously-placed explosives before it was safe for the Perdition to settle its long bulk on
the crust of the old mining moon. There had been a few tense moments and a part of
Gilgan's surface unexpectedly collapsed under the weight of the ship, but that was near the
bow, well away from the working access hatches. Toy declared the entire manoeuvre a
success, pointing out that the crater formed from the unintended collapse actually made the
Perdition, and the surrounding machinery, look even more derelict.
Quinten had grunted in response, only relaxing when he assured himself that his ship
hadn't been damaged by the landing.
The Perdition's two shuttles—the Stratus and Cloud Skimmer II—had been locked down in
the ship's bays and, now, the only way from Somen's rocky core of operations to the Perdition
was via a winding tunnel a few hundred kilometres in length. Toy had modified the smallest of
the pirate vessels to act as a subway pod, and proudly sped them along the escape route
several times, looping back to Gilgan's core after a small stop at the ship's docking hatch.
Quinten, his jaw clenched, had thought they were about to smash into a solid rock wall a
dozen times before Toy veered sharply away at the penultimate moment. Saff remarked that
it was similar to traversing a crease, only more exciting. Erna laughed during the entire trip
and Demos had a wide grin on his face, asking for a repeat performance the moment they
completed a return loop. In Quinten's opinion, his crew had gone completely mad.
He wasn't about to admit it to anyone, but it was nice having the whole group in one
place. Erna had taken charge of the moon's facilities, turning the utilitarian spaces into a
liveable habitat for several people and there were now quarters for each of them, some
formed from the demolition of the laboratory that had held Kiel. Without having to say a word,
Quinten found himself assigned to a cosy set of rooms as far from that area as possible and
he was grateful for having such an astute crew. There was only one question nagging at him.
Vigo, dammit, where are you?
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When Toy was done entertaining the rest of the crew, they split off to their various
chores. Erna, the organiser, was still busy. She had used the roughly-finished levels above
and below their main living level for storage and, with some help, had cleared out several of
the lower bays, using them to collect artefacts that she catalogued and assessed. Already,
from a brief glance at her inventory, the new Alliance was the proud owner of three additional
shuttles—the modified tube pod, a two-person high-velocity pike, and a larger conventional
short-hop shuttle—several crates of metal bullion that, Erna was insistent, dated back to the
Age of Discovery; a wide variety of weaponry from all over the galaxy; spare parts; and entire
cargoliner containers of equipment, current and obsolete. Toy fell on the outdated equipment
gleefully, appropriating much of it for his surface machinery dumps, and Erna was more than
happy to see it go.
There was, however, a problem.
“I don't seem to have noticed any space for growing systems here,” Toy said, one
evening. They had turned Faks's old “throne room” into a communal area and were sharing
their last meal of the day.
Toy's tone was innocent, but Quinten noticed the gleam of deviltry in his eyes.
“That is correct, Toy Cenredi,” Saff said. She paused in the act of eating and put down
her utensils, directing her gaze to Quinten. “It appears you were also correct regarding the
motivations of Faks Somen. There are no facilities on this moon for the independent
production of fresh food.”
“They got it all from Zart Drift,” he said.
Saff inclined her head.
Toy rolled his eyes. “No peas for once.”
It was an ongoing joke between the crew, everyone knowing how much Saff seemed
obsessed with the small podded vegetables of old Earth.
“That is not strictly true,” she said. “In the absence of any orders to the contrary, I have
been carefully setting up a food system here on Gilgan. The system should begin producing
its first crop within days.”
Toy looked stunned. “Wha—? You set up your pea plants down here? On Gilgan?”
She gazed at him calmly. “I knew you would be pleased.”
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Oisyn rubbed her cheek, a ploy to hide the smile that was creasing her face. Demos was
less circumspect, and his laugh echoed in the chamber.
“It'll be nice to get back to real food again,” Quinten said. “With Zart off limits while we
figure out when the Republic patrols are going to start decreasing, I've been dreading
mealtimes.” He looked down at his meal with annoyance. “There are only so many ways you
can serve survival rations before they lose all attraction.”
Saff nodded. “I have, of course, been supplementing our meals with food from the
Perdition's Hydroponics section, but yields have been tapering off in order to conserve
energy. With the Gilgan system now in full production cycle, our nutritional profiles should
approach optimum, although...” She paused.
That was unusual. “Yes, Saff?”
“We are still not self-sufficient in protein.”
Ah yes, the image of livestock careering down the Perdition's main corridor. How could
Quinten have forgotten?
“Do you have any recommendations?” he asked.
Demos threw a hand up dramatically, interrupting the conversation. “Why didn't anybody
tell me this before? Did you say protein? I could have saved those pirates we killed. There
was plenty of protein going to waste in those bodies. Heavy bastards.”
Oisyn laughed and shook her head. Toy pulled a face. Saff appeared to seriously
consider the jack's words but Quinten put up a hand to forestall any comment. Seeing his
gesture, Saff went back to eating.
They were quiet for a few minutes, each lost in their own thoughts.
“I found something,” Oisyn finally said, her voice casual.
The others looked at her, their expressions expectant and curious. It was Toy who spoke
first.
“You've been sorting through four levels of trash on this moon,” he said, “of course
you've found something.”
“No. Not something from here. Something from our Sapporo hit.”
That got everyone's undivided attention. Oisyn looked from one to the other.
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“You remember that Besibisa tech we found in one of the Sapporo cases and sold back
to them? Their encrypted knowledge base? Well, there was something else in that container.
A mini-rod. At first I thought it was junk. If any of you saw it, you'd think so too. But it seemed
strange to throw junk in with the heaviest encrypted intel this side of Fodor, so I had a closer
look at it. Just during my time off. When I had some moments spare.”
She looked at each of them. “You'll never guess what it is.”
Silence.
“No guesses?”
“We're on tenterhooks, Erna.” Quinten's voice was dry.
“It's someone's take on Besibisa communications tech.” She paused. “It looks like some
Republic lab was trying to crack that problem and then gave up. The thing is, what they did
come up with isn't elegant, but it works. Kinda.”
“How does it work? Kinda?” Toy asked.
“Remember how the Besibisa somehow combined organics with silicon to produce an
instantaneous transmitter/receiver pair?” She put down her fork and held up two hands, halfa-metre apart. She wiggled one. “Imagine that this station has a small board with sensors
attached to some organic material, okay?”
Toy's eyes narrowed. “Hold on. Organic? Are you talking...flesh?”
“It doesn't have to be a whole person. Just a few cells.” She wiggled her other hand.
“The second station also has a small board with sensors attached to the same organic
material.”
“How can it be the same?” Quinten asked.
“Both samples are cultured from a single set of cells. Clones, if you will. Separate them,
send a signal to one station and it instantaneously gets transmitted to the second.”
Toy shook his head. “You saying you got it working? I don't believe you. You're trying to
sell a fairy-tale.”
Oisyn lifted an eyebrow. “Well, the Besibisa made it work.”
“The Besibisa said it would work. Who knows whether that's right, considering nobody
can break their encryption. Am I right, grandpa?”
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“Toy has a point, Erna. What makes you think your two-station model will work?”
She held his gaze. “Because I made it and tested it.”
Demos grinned and leant forward. “You tested it?”
“Here's the problem,” she said. “I could only get a message to transmit for one second
before the cells fried. Want to send another message? You have to culture another two sets
of cells.”
Toy remained unconvinced. “But how does it work?”
“I don't know the theory,” Oisyn said, throwing her hands up. “All I know is what
happened. The mini-rod contained some schematics...I followed the directions and bam!
Communication then fried meat.”
Toy shook his head. The smug look on his face indicated that he was set to cheerfully
engage in a long debate. He sighed, settled in and was about to open his mouth when a loud
beeping bounced off the ceiling, echoing through the chamber.
Quinten and Saff looked at each other.
“Communications? Here?”
Saff rose from the table. “I routed Perdition comms to Gilgan.”
Quinten mirrored the action of his second-in-command. “Then let's go find out who it is.”
They left the rest of the crew to argue about the organic signalling tech and walked down
the corridor, taking a right into the Sensor Room. Saff reached the communications console
first, checking the message's properties before acknowledging it.
“It appears legitimate,” she said. “No Republic traces.”
“And it's from?”
There was a hint of surprise in Saff's voice. “Vigo Halan.”
Vigo!
“Finally. Patch it through. Let's see what she has to say.”
The image was low-res and full of noise. Quinten squinted at it, as if by doing so the
picture would magically clear up.
“Vigo?”
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“Quinten, is that you? This isn't a very good signal, is it?” She flashed him her impish
grin, prompting a reluctant response from him.
“No it isn't,” he said, before his impatience got the better of him. “Vigo, where the hell are
you? And what happened? You were supposed to meet us—”
Her image wavered as her voice rose and fell in volume. “If there's an arse-end of the
galaxy, that's where I am. It's a place called Telaris.”
“Telaris?” Quinten frowned. “I don't think I've heard of it.”
“I'm in trouble, Ten. I managed to get away from the Republic but I'm wondering if I may
have been better off sticking with the devil I knew.”
The bad quality of the transmission was flensing all nuance from Vigo's words. What did
she mean? Was she under duress? Or speaking in code? It was impossible to read any clues
from what she was saying.
“What do you mean?”
“I need help, Ten. On Telaris. I need you to get me out of this.”
Quinten shuffled impatiently. “Get you out of what? Vigo, what's going on?”
But the picture, already grey and fuzzy, winked out.
“Dammit Saff, what happened?”
Saff's fingers flew over the controls. “I'm sorry, Quinten Tamlan, the signal has
terminated.”
“You can't get her back?”
“No.”
“Shit.” Quinten straightened and stared at the blank monitor. What did he do now?
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Chapter Two

“I

f we map Republic space on a circle,” Quinten said, raising both hands in the air and
cupping them, “with the Tor system at origin, Gilgan is in the south-east quadrant,

about twenty degrees below the horizontal. Telaris is in the north-east quadrant, eighty
degrees to the horizontal.”
Oisyn looked to the ceiling, frowning. “Telaris. Can't say I've heard of that one.”
“Well you have now. It's where Vigo is.”
“Vigo Halan? That bounty-hunter you're so eager to find?”
Quinten nodded. “One and the same. You and Demos only came on board recently, but
Vigo's the reason why there's still a Perdition. In fact, if it wasn't for her, we wouldn't even
have Saff.”
The pale-skinned alien remained silent but nodded, indicating she agreed with what
Quinten was saying.
“Together with Vigo, Toy, Saff and I raided the Rannler facility, a top-secret bio-research
lab. We got away...”
Demos's lips twisted. “Let me guess. You left her behind.”
“It was her plan.” Quinten's voice was sharp. “She said she'd be able to handle whatever
happened and rendezvous with us later.”
“And it was convenient to believe her.”
Was Demos right? Had Quinten let expedience overrule Vigo's safety?
“Maybe so,” he said. “Despite my, Saff's, best efforts, we couldn't get a trace of her
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whereabouts. Now, a year-and-a-half later, she's contacted us. She's on Telaris and needs
our help.”
Oisyn stretched out a hand. “Hold on there, Tamlan. Are you saying you want us to go
rescue a bounty-hunter? Someone you haven't heard from in months? Someone who may
have sold you out and has now set herself up as bait?”
“If Vigo wanted the money, she could have turned me in to the Republic years ago.”
Oisyn wasn't convinced. “Maybe years ago she was free and successful. Now, she could
be stuck in a detention cell with no way out. Incarceration has been known to change one's
perspective.”
“If you'd left me behind, I don't know that I'd be happy contacting you,” Demos said, his
voice a drawl. “Not unless I had an ulterior motive.”
Quinten turned to his engineer. “What do you think?”
Toy looked round the table. “Well, grandpa, these two may be right, but I figure you owe
her one. If it wasn't for her, we wouldn't have been able to rescue some of Saff's people, and
we all wouldn't be sitting here right now.”
Quinten breathed out. “That's exactly right. Vigo helped the Perdition when we needed it,
and now she's asking for our aid. We owe her.”
Oisyn shrugged. “It's your funeral.”
“Actually, Erna, it isn't. I want the whole crew in on this. We'll be taking the Perdition to
Telaris.”
“No, no, no,” the ex-pirate said. “You can't do that. What happens to Gilgan in the
meantime? What about all the work I've done, sorting through the garbage on this damned
moon? I'm not going to leave it all and have some space-tripper stumble across it and claim it
as his. You secure this base and make sure everything I've done isn't lost, and you make
damned sure there's someone here to make sure all of this stays where it's supposed to, or
I'm. Not. Going.”
She sat back and crossed her arms for emphasis.
“This is an excellent base of operations, Quinten Tamlan,” Saff said. “Sacrificing it would
be unwise.”
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“The problem is, I don't know what we'll face at Telaris,” Quinten said. “I'd feel a lot better
with our entire complement there.” He gazed at the set expressions facing him. “But you're
right. Now that we've captured Gilgan, it would be foolish to give it up. Perhaps...” He gazed
at Demos. “Perhaps we can negotiate for a temporary caretaker to look after our moon for
us.”
“Now you're talking in circles,” Oisyn said.
Demos stared at him, an assessing look on his face. “No, I think I know where our
captain's thoughts are heading. The Morhea Commonwealth. If I recall, Kan told us to look it
up if we managed to kill Faks Somen. It seemed to think we could come to some kind of
political agreement with its government. And that's interesting, because it represents Morhea
in this sector of space.”
“And what do we know about this Morhea Commonwealth?” Oisyn asked. “Can we trust
them?”
Quinten's answer was short. “We trusted them with Demos's life.”
The hermaphrodite Kan had been part of a spying ring from the Morheans, a
secessionist group from one of the Republic's outer sectors. It had helped Quinten by
waylaying a group of pirates visiting Zart Drift for supplies, but Demos had been injured in a
brutal fight with the pirates. Kan, all business, had refused to get more involved in what it
considered a vendetta, but had suggested to Quinten that he contact them again, if he
survived the encounter with Faks Somen on Gilgan.
Demos looked at Oisyn. “If it wasn't for their initial work, you wouldn't have been able to
patch me up as well as you did.”
“They helped us with restraining Faks's men as well,” Quinten said. “That was something
they didn't have to do.”
Oisyn wasn't mollified. “You ask them for help and, a couple of months later, you ask
them for help again. What's in it for them? I don't see the payoff myself.”
Quinten pursed his lips. “I suppose we could extend use of these facilities to them on a
casual basis. I'm sure there are things going on within the Commonwealth, and within Kan's
group, that they don't want the drift inhabitants to know about, no matter how drugged they
may appear.”
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“You're assuming they're going to trust us as much as they trust themselves.”
“Trust has got to start somewhere, Erna.”
“I dunno. If it was me, I'd be after something more substantial.”
Quinten looked at Demos, who lifted his shoulders, paused, then nodded agreement.
“In that case, how about this for a plan? Demos and I will go to Zart Drift and negotiate
with Kan. Erna, forward me the latest copy of the moon's inventory and let's see if we can
offer something it likes. In the meantime, the rest of you get the Perdition flight ready. Saff,
find us the best, low-risk route to Telaris. If Vigo contacts us again, try to get more
information out of her but don't let her know we're on our way. I don't want any surprises.”
“When are we planning to depart?” Saff asked.
“Within the week.”
“Very well, Quinten Tamlan. I'll begin preparations immediately.”

Quinten finished checking his sensors and sat back. They were in the Cloud Skimmer II and
had mapped a quick, safe route to Zart Drift, which was still some time away. Quinten
thought it an ideal moment to get to the bottom of what his enigmatic crewmember was
thinking.
“You said that I deliberately left Vigo behind at Rannler.”
“I never said that,” Demos said. His quick grin flashed. “I intimated it.”
“Very funny.” But no smile creased Quinten's face. “But you still believe it's behaviour I'm
capable of.”
“You forget who my mother is, Captain.”
“No, I don't. And I don't think you'd ever let me.” He paused. “You never told me exactly
how she died.”
“No, I didn't, did I?”
Quinten wasn't going to be deflected. “I'd like to know.”
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Demos stared at him then ostentatiously sighed. “Very well. It happened before we
reached Erehwon. We were in Licuna sector, not far from Scribus. I hadn't seen my mother
for a while, so we had a bit of catching up to do. Mostly, she did the talking—about the
Alliance, Venkat Digby, Slim. You. She made sure to keep under the sensors, but never
knew whether she hid from the Republic well enough.”
“Delee?” Quinten was incredulous. “If she couldn't disappear, nobody could.”
“Interesting you should say that because she once said the same thing about you. Said
you'd disappeared into a black hole. She didn't know if the Republic got you or if you were
even still alive. She wanted to find you, used to rant and rave about tracking you down, but
she couldn't take any chances.”
Quinten nodded, an acknowledgement and indication that Demos should continue.
“Well, once you sink below the level of law-abiding citizenry, you start swimming around
with a host of different characters. We looked for cash-only employment, freelance jobs. We
moved around a lot. We had offers to join a few pirate cartels, but most of them were run by
people with more ego than brain. I think my mother felt that if she couldn't be part of the
Alliance, she wasn't going to join a second-rate outfit as compensation.
“You know what she was like. She weighed everything carefully. She was the most
serious person I knew.”
Quinten snorted with disbelief. “Are we talking about the same person here? There was
nothing Delee liked more than tricking someone into believing a complete lie. She was
always the first to suggest we take on an operation, pull off a theft, or set some sabotage. We
got into the mess at Wong-Li Three because of Delee!”
Demos flushed. “Well maybe that was how she was with you. And I don't believe that
about Wong-Li Three. She would have told me if she'd been responsible for anything.”
“Demos,” Quinten said, in as kindly a tone as he could muster, “Delee never thought she
was responsible for anything. I think that's what made it so easy for her to just,” he wiggled
his fingers, “disappear into the background radiation. She had little emotional baggage and
wasn't shy about getting rid of it whenever she found it inconvenient.”
“Yet she stayed with you and your little band of freedom-fighters.”
Quinten nodded. “Yes, she did. And nobody's more grateful for that than I am, especially
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knowing what kind of person she was and how easily she imagined adventure beyond the
next event horizon.”
“Well, when we were together, she was very serious.” Demos's voice was sullen. “She
could've made all the credits she wanted, but she wanted to be safe. Wanted us to be safe.”
“Until?”
Demos sighed. “Until someone who had offered her a job didn't like the refusal he got.”
“He killed her?”
“She was starting to relax. I told her she shouldn't have done that. She was starting to
feel safe, even suggesting that we settle down on one of the systems within Licuna.
“By the time I got home, she was already dead. I,” Demos swallowed, “I had her remains
ashed and ran as fast as I could. I don't even remember exactly how I got to Erehwon, but I
liked the anonymity of it. Anonymity?” Demos barked a laugh. “Nobody wanted to know who I
was, as long as I had a suitable skill.”
“And you stayed there, waiting for me to find you.”
“Delee always had this hope that you'd find her, say sorry, and reform the Alliance.”
“Maybe that's what I should have done,” Quinten said. He looked up. “I know it's too late,
but I'm sorry about how things turned out. I won't make the same mistake again.”
Demos stared at him, a frozen moment, until the navigation console pinged.
They had arrived at Zart.
Demos watched as Quinten angled the shuttle away from the main embarkation tether.
“We're not docking?” he asked.
“I don't think Kan would want too many people knowing about our visit.” Quinten slowed
as he spied the sleek bulk of Kan's ship. He sent the ship a tight-beam, requesting clearance
to dock. “I just hope it remembers that we're the good guys.”
A nerve-wracking few seconds followed before their communication was acknowledged.
With an exhalation, Quinten skilfully manoeuvred the Cloud Skimmer II to a hatch below the
ship. A dull clang told them the docking clamps had been activated.
Quinten unclipped his harness. “Let's do some dealing.”
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Quinten recognised the room they were in from his last visit. He glanced at the floor. Just
there, Demos had been stabbed, his blood pooling around him, red and sticky. The walls had
been badly scuffed, interspersed with broken panels that had accumulated from a nasty,
close-quarters fight. Pieces of a small sculpture had littered the floor, digging into pirates and
their opponents alike. Yet now, the room was pristine. The walls were a blinding white. The
carpet was spotless. The compact corner table was topped by a small sculpture that—if it
wasn't identical to the one that had been shattered—was very close.
“I'm glad you survived.”
He looked up and met Kan's bright gaze. “Did you have any doubts?”
“No, Captain Tamlan. Even from our first meeting, it was obvious you're a man who
never lets anything stand in his way. Once he's decided on a course of action, that is. Please,
have a seat. Would you like a drink?”
With perfect timing, the door opened and another person entered, bearing a tray that
held a chilled metal pitcher and three small translucent cups. Without waiting for an answer,
Kan poured the drinks and handed them out before sitting down next to the corner table.
Tell me,” it took a delicate sip from its drink, “how did you feel once you succeeded in
your vendetta?”
Kan must have seen hesitation show on Quinten's face because it was quick with
reassurance. “Morhea is an interesting sector, possibly the most varied of any in Republic
space,” it said. “We have human-inhabited planets, of course, but they are in a minority. We
all get on very well, united as we are at the edge of the galaxy, but I've always been
particularly curious about humans and their motivations.”
“Doesn't your species ever feel the need for revenge?” Quinten asked. If Kan detected a
hint of bite in his voice, he didn't care.
“Yes, of course, but I'm sure that what I feel as revenge is not what a human feels.”
Belatedly, Quinten held in his irritation. He needed this person's help and he wasn't
going to get it by being overly sensitive. Besides, the hermaphrodite appeared to be
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genuinely curious.
“If you're asking me if it was worth it, I'd say yes. The...friend I had known had turned
into someone I didn't recognise. Someone the galaxy needed to be rid of.” He paused. “But if
you're asking whether I had even one regret, whether I wondered if there was another way I
could have solved the problem, then I'd be lying if I said I hadn't. Does that answer your
question?”
“More than you know.” Kan crossed its legs, and laid an arm across the back of its chair.
“And now you're here. What can I do for you?”
Quinten glanced at Demos, uncharacteristically quiet, before replying. He had several
objectives for this meeting. They needed someone to look after Gilgan, of course, but he
couldn't shake the feeling that he and Kan were somehow trying to grope towards a more
significant agreement. Something that involved the fate of the galaxy perhaps, or maybe that
was his own egotism running on a super-rich mix. Whatever the hell it was that Kan was
trying to tell him through its exquisitely subtle body language, Quinten knew it was important
enough for him to try his best to reach an agreement.
“It could be more a question of what we can do for you.” He made a show of looking
around. “The last time I was here, I noticed that although the, er, working section of your ship
is smaller than the rest, it must still be cramped for—what?—twenty of you?”
“Twenty-six.”
“Twenty-six?” Quinten let surprise colour his voice. “That's even worse than I estimated.”
“We get cycled home base on a regular basis,” Kan said. It quirked its lips. “Before we
lose our sanity.”
“But you yourself must be one of the longest-serving on Zart,” Quinten said. “I can't
imagine the Federation sending a person of your obvious seniority all the way out here and
then, just when you pick up the way things work in the sector, recalling you to Morhea.”
“That's an insightful observation, Captain Tamlan.” Kan's eyes gleamed. “Tell me, do
you play torsha?”
Quinten blinked and sipped at his drink. The liquid was tart with a slight bitter undertone,
and surprisingly refreshing. “Tor—? No, sorry, I don't know what that is.” At his side, he saw
Demos take a bigger swig and purse his lips with appreciation.
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“It's a game of strategy from my part of the galaxy. Pity. I think you'd be a skilful player.”
Kan paused. “You're correct. I've been stationed on Zart for five standard years now.”
“And wouldn't you like a break?”
“What I would like doesn't always enter into the equation.”
“It could,” Quinten said.
“Ah yes, your offer.” A smile, interested but remote, curved Kan's lips. Yet below that,
Quinten detected interest...encouragement. “And that would be...?”
“After I took care of my...problem, my crew and I found ourselves in full possession of a
celestial body.”
Kan frowned. “An asteroid?”
“Bigger. A moon.”
Kan raised its eyebrows but said nothing.
“It was once a mining moon.”
“Still viable?”
“No,” Quinten said. “It's covered in junk and most of it is seismically unstable.”
“Doesn't sound like much.”
“On the contrary. It's the prize of a lifetime if you don't want the Republic Space Fleet to
find you.” Quinten paused while he let that thought sink in. Slowly, he felt the balance of
power in the room begin to shift in his favour. “The moon's listed on the maps as remote and
derelict, abandoned decades ago when it got tapped out and more lucrative fields were found
closer to Tor. So, for a start, nobody's interested in it. It's also only a few hours, and one
crease jump, from Zart.
“But that's not all. There was an extensive bunker complex built out of the old mining
tunnels, one we've extended and fortified. It contains living quarters, a fortified entrance,
several escape routes, as well as cargo and ship bays. There's more space there than we
can use.”
Silence pooled in the room.
After a long minute, Kan nodded. “You have intrigued me, Captain. If I assume your
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information is an offer, what do I need to do to share in this wealth of resources?”
“Just to be clear,” Quinten said, “we're offering use of the moon to your group
specifically, in your position as representatives of the Morhea Commonwealth.”
He knew he'd said the right thing when Kan's eyes blazed, then they shuttered and the
hermaphrodite returned to slick urbanity. It put its glass on the table where it gently clinked.
“Generous, but aren't you afraid we might accidentally tip off the Republic to our presence?
Betray your moon to the authorities?”
Quinten's voice was firm. “If you've been operating on Zart without incident for five years
then no, I'm not.”
“Actually, we've been on Zart for fifteen. I'm the third administrator who's been assigned
to the drift.”
“I see.”
“I have a question, however. Why?” Kan watched him closely. “Why do you need us to
help hold your base, especially as you've rated Republic interest in it as close to zero?”
Only total honesty would do now. “Because we can't stay there.”
“Can't?” Kan's eyebrows twitched up.
“I got an important communication a couple of days ago,” Quinten said, keeping his
voice casual. “It's urgent and I need to investigate it.”
“I think I see now.” Kan tapped its thigh thoughtfully. “You have assets on the moon but
you need your entire crew to travel to another sector.” It gaze roved over Quinten's face. “In
the meantime, you're afraid that someone else may discover, or invade, your moon and lay
claim to your assets.”
Quinten tried not to change his expression but knew Kan had already seen through him.
It was a canny being; one Quinten knew he could like.
“What you are looking for,” Kan said, “are not so much caretakers but...allies.”
“You told me to come back and meet with you if I managed to sort out my vendetta.”
Quinten didn't bother disagreeing with the statement. “Not only am I back, and offering more
living space for you, but I may also have other resources to share.”
How far are you willing to trust me, Kan?
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“Such as?” Kan's voice was noncommittal.
“We have several containers of valuable ores. It seems they were left behind when the
moon was abandoned.”
Kan shrugged. “We're not a processing facility, Captain. We are spies.”
So the hermaphrodite wasn't greedy. That was also good to know. Quinten felt some
tension bleed from his shoulders. “There's some alien tech we picked up on—another planet.
It requires deciphering. That's more along your line, isn't it?”
Kan shook its head. “Not that kind of spy. We have specialist divisions for that. My crew
is into gathering intel, not research and development.”
“A ship,” Demos said, joining the conversation for the first time.
Kan's gaze swung to him. “A ship?”
Quinten was tempted to do the same. A ship? Surely not—
“There were three shuttles that belonged to the base.” Demos shrugged. “When we took
over, the shuttles became ours.”
Not the Perdition then. Good. So far. As long as the young man knew not to overplay
their hand and destroy whatever fragile agreement they were coming to.
“You'd trade the shuttles for our protection?”
Demos lifted a finger and grinned. “We'd trade a shuttle. As a gesture of goodwill and,”
he shot a quick look at Quinten, “a promise of future co-operation.”
So the jack had managed to pick up on the conversational undertones, had he? Good.
“Go on,” Kan said.
“It would be your pick, of course. One pod is reserved for trans-moon transport, but there
are two more to choose from. One is a medium-sized shuttle, capable of carrying six
individuals plus a decent amount of cargo. It could get you to and from Zart Drift and not even
break a sweat. The other is a customised two-person sprite; very luxurious but, as I said, only
for two.”
“Weapons?”
“Both are armed.”
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“EM shields?”
“On the smaller, yes, but not the larger.”
One of Kan's eyes flickered, the movement so quick, Quinten doubted he would have
noticed it if he hadn't been watching the hermaphrodite closely. He knew what that flicker
meant.
“I could get our engineer to have a look at the larger shuttle,” he said smoothly. “Add
some bafflers and shielding for you. It won't be top-notch, and I wouldn't try a jaunt to Tor, but
it should do until your own technicians have time to give it a proper refit.”
“Another shuttle,” Kan mused. “That would be helpful.”
“We could work out a roster,” Quinten said. “Just so we know how many of your people
would be on the moon at any given time. I suggest no more than four, so the core's systems
aren't overtaxed. We could even offer you fresh food, if you're sick of rations.”
“After five years, and with a limited operational budget, that statement isn't even funny,
Captain Tamlan.” Kan's voice was droll. “And when does this agreement officially begin?”
“As soon as you're ready, Kan.”
The three of them looked at each other and smiled.
“In that case, let's seal the bargain now.” It refilled all their cups. “Shall we drink to it? I
have to contact my superiors with your proposal, but I don't think that would be a problem.
Excepting our financial constraints, I have a large amount of latitude regarding how I run this
mission.”
“We can always wait,” Quinten said, ever cautious. “I wouldn't want to celebrate
prematurely.”
“A wise decision.” Kan nodded. “Just what a good torsha player would say. Very well. It
won't take long. Do you have a few hours to spare?”
Its words encompassed both men, but its gaze lingered on Demos.
Quinten remembered a rectangle of warm, yellow light a level below them. The outline of
a lissom figure draped in wispy clothing.
“We can wait,” he said.
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Chapter Three

“You're sure about this?”
“Yes, Erna.”
“Because it's too late to do anything about now.”
“I know.”
“So you really are sure about this?”
Toy slouched into the Perdition's canteen.
“She's right, grandpa,” he said. He paused to get a grain-beer before sliding into one of
the few bench seats that lined the wall. Edging his body across until his back was against the
panelling, he lifted his feet, letting it rest on the thin upholstery. “How do you know you can
trust a bunch of hermies?”
“How did I know I could trust you?” Quinten asked.
Toy took a slug of his drink. “Oh, that's easy. Venkat recommended me, and you trusted
Venkat. What you're facing now is different. You've left a bunch of people you hardly know,
and of a questionable species, in charge of all our loot back at Gilgan. I mean, how do you
know they're not rubbing their hands together and jacking everything right now? Odds are,
we'll return to a cleaned-out moon.”
The words were prudent, sensible, the same kind of arguments Quinten would have
come up with himself. They were also wrong.
“I don't think that's true,” he said.
Toy looked disappointed. “Don't tell me this has to do with your feelings, grandpa. I could
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tell you about dozens of good intentions that turned to so much drak. Have you just lost us
everything we fought through Gilgan for?”
Oisyn pursed her lips and lifted her eyebrows. “The kid's got a point, Tamlan. I thought
we were all partners in this. Now we have a group of strangers guarding our assets while
we're skimming hyperspace halfway across the galaxy.”
“You didn't raise too many objections before we departed.”
Demos walked in, stopped, then reached for a chair, lowering himself into it slowly.
Oisyn acknowledged his presence but continued talking. “That was when I thought we
wouldn't be taking the whole crew with us.”
“I said we would be.” Quinten's voice was steely.
“Yes you did. But I didn't believe you.”
“And you believe me now?”
The corner of Oisyn's mouth quirked. “Considering we're all here and not on Gilgan,
yeah, now I believe you.”
Quinten turned to the latest arrival. “What about you, Demos? Care to tell me how I'm
handing our hard-earned treasure over to a gang of 'hermies'?”
Demos held up his hands. “Don't go speaking for me. I actually agree with you on this
one.”
Toy's jaw dropped open. “You're not serious?”
“You weren't there.” Demos shrugged. “There was a lot more going on than just the
words. Kan wants something or it wouldn't have let us dock with its ship in the first place.”
Quinten nodded. “Exactly. There's an opportunity there. I don't know what it is, but I
could feel it. Kan was sounding us out about something and we passed its test. That's how I
know everything will still be in its place by the time we get back. It wants something from us.
Something big.”
“But you don't know what it is.” Oisyn had a sour look on her face.
“No.”
She chewed at her lower lip. “That still doesn't mean sharing Gilgan was a good idea.”
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“We build up goodwill and trust that way, Erna.”
“That's assuming you want to build up goodwill and trust with a group like Kan's.”
“No, our leader has a point,” Demos said. “I spoke to a few people aboard Kan's ship
while we were waiting for a final answer on the Gilgan arrangement.” He looked around the
table. “I understand why they're spying on the Republic.”
Toy laughed. “It couldn't be because they are a part of the Republic, whether they like it
or not?”
“No.” Demos shook his head. “They may be part of the Republic now, but that's not their
long-term plan.”
Quinten's gaze sharpened. “You heard something?”
“Not anything I'd bet kilo-credits on, but there was a definite undercurrent to the
conversations I had. They have some kind of long-term plan to be rid of the Republic.”
“You're not serious! You're saying they're not a bunch of thieves because you felt
undercurrents? C'mon grandpa, you can't seriously believe this bullshit?”
“My feelings told me to hire you as our engineer,” Quinten said. “Did I make a mistake,
Mr. Cenredi?”
Toy spread out his hands and relaxed against the wall, smirking. “When it comes to me,
nobody makes a mistake.”
Guffaws filled the canteen.
“Saff must be disappointed, missing out on giving us her opinion.” There was a
mischievous lilt to Oisyn's voice.
“Saff has already shared her opinion with me,” Quinten said.
Oisyn jerked her head towards the ceiling. “So she's up there, piloting us through
hyperspace and making sure we don't meet any accidents.”
“That's right. According to recent reports, there's been an increase in the number of
crease 'incidents'. With Saff around, we can avoid any areas of stress. She says she sees
them as grey bubbles within a stream of vivid colour. They're easy to dodge as a result.”
Toy shook his head. “I bet the Republic would love to get their hands on her.”
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“They did,” Quinten said. “But they didn't know what questions to ask.”
“Their loss.” The engineer looked unrepentant.
“With that kind of skill, she's worth more than the entire Space Fleet,” Oisyn said.
Quinten agreed. “That's right.”
“Then you better make sure nothing happens to her or we'll be flying as blind as the
Republic.”
It was a good point, one Quinten hadn't considered before. He frowned. What would
happen to the Perdition, the Alliance, if Saff were injured or killed? The conversation soon
turned to more social topics, but Quinten stopped listening.
He had other, more pressing thoughts on his mind.

Quinten looked round the table. “It's taken us five weeks from the last crease-jump to get
here. Saff tells me we'll be approaching the Telaris system within two days. We already have
our sensors maxed out, but we haven't picked up any Space Fleet activity. As far as we can
tell, Telaris isn't anything special. There are no Security Force garrisons nearby, no
shipyards, no covert facilities. It was claimed by the Republic because it's within easy cruiser
distance of the nearest crease point but, from what we've gathered, nobody visits very often.”
“In that case, why don't they secede?” Oisyn asked. “Pull away like Credis did? The
Republic likes to pretend that Credis doesn't exist. Maybe if Telaris does the same thing,
Tor'd let them go as well.”
Saff answered the question. “Telaris is too poor to be a favoured planet of the Republic,
but it's also too poor to be completely independent. If a secession succeeded, and the
Republic later decided to reconquer the system, its task would be relatively easy. Credis, on
the other hand, was founded by a group of smart, resource-rich exiles. They've had more
than a century to build up their reputation, far away from the nearest Republic crease. They
also have a very strict settlement policy that, while it appears brutal, appears to be working.
Almost seventy per cent of asylum-seekers petitioning Credis are turned down.”
Oisyn quirked her eyebrows. “Yeah, tell me about it. If you don't have the kinds of skills
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they like, you don't even get to visit, much less stay.”
“I think the six months of travelling from the nearest Republic crease point to get to them
is the critical point,” Demos said. “Can you imagine a battle group of cruisers expending six
months' worth of men, resources and energy just to capture one planet? Not worth it.”
“What can you tell us about our destination, Saff?” Quinten asked.
“Telaris, the planet, is fourth from its sun, with a barely perceptible axial tilt. The days,
eighteen standard hours in length, reach a maximum temperature of ten degrees Celsius.
The nights drop to minus ten. Rainfall is considered low, and the five major continents are
dominated by ice sheets, except for a small, frost-free band at its equator.”
“Ice,” Quinten said. “I thought we did ice at Sapporo.”
“This is more friendly ice, Quinten Tamlan. Water rather than methane.”
“Okay, so cold-weather suits for everyone. What else?”
“Because of the planetary conditions, human commerce concentrates on the equatorial
belt. The only other major source of food and income is from ice-fishing fleets that travel
Telaris's deep oceans. If we have a preference for which band of locals to interact with, I
would recommend the equatorial settlers. According to information I gleaned from their nets,
the fleets are known to be stubborn at best, and murderous at worst.”
“You thinking of going down there, grandpa?”
Quinten eyed his gangly engineer. “If Vigo's on Telaris, then that's where we go. With
our fingers crossed that she's at the equator rather than sailing the icy seas.”
“You going alone?”
“No, I was thinking...” Quinten paused. If he had to land on the planet, who would be the
best to accompany him? “I was thinking of taking Demos and Erna with me.”
Demos started and a bright grin slashed Oisyn's face. Toy was disappointed but Saff
looked completely blank.
“Toy, you have to stay here. If there's any Republic activity, I need to know that the best
person is around to get us out of this mess. Saff,” he hesitated, “we don't know what we're
going to find down there. I'd rather not complicate matters.”
“I can appear as a humanoid.” The voice was flat, emotionless.
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“I know you can but, in case Toy needs help, you're better off staying here.” Especially as
you're the only person who can guide us through hyperspace. “Demos is a good shot, steady under
pressure. Erna could help with any negotiating we need to do.”
“Now you're talking,” the ex-pirate said. “Going through that loot on Gilgan made me
greedy for more.”
“Settle down, Erna.” He swung his gaze back to his second-in-command. “I also need
the best person we have on sensors. If anyone can tell if we're going to be ambushed by a
fleet of destroyers, it's you.”
How could he add that, after Oisyn's previous comment on her skills, every time he
looked at Saff's white skin and large, obsidian eyes, all he saw was spun glass? And he
didn't even want to think about what she had gone through during her break-in of Faks's
bunker complex on Gilgan. Saff was smarter than Toy, quicker than Demos, more loyal
than...well, anybody except Kiel. But the old pirate's remark had bitten deep. Beyond all her
skills, beyond his complete trust in her, what would happen to the Perdition, to the Alliance, if
she was killed? It was an unpalatable thought, but even Demos and Oisyn were expendable.
Saff wasn't.
He could see that she still wasn't happy. Too bad. For the time being, there were more
important priorities than her feelings.
“Very well, Quinten Tamlan. I shall remain on board the Perdition.”
“Thanks.” And he meant it.
“What do you think's waiting for us?” Demos asked. “An ambush?”
“No. There are better places to plan an ambush than an out-of-the-way planet. But I'm
still not discounting a multi-ship attack in space. We all need to stay alert.”
“This bounty-hunter of yours—you think she's being held hostage, don't you?” Oisyn
asked.
“It must be something like that. I can't imagine Vigo being detained by anything less.
Even when it looks as if she's not carrying any weapons, she is.” Quinten's voice slowed. “I
don't know anyone who's ever taken advantage of her.” Except me. “Wherever she is, if she
can't get free, it must mean someone's got her locked up tight.”
“You're going down there fully armed, right?” Toy asked.
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“As prepared as we can be, under the circumstances. But if any of you have any further
advice...?”
“A few more crewmembers would be nice.”
That old complaint. Quinten leaned his head back and looked up at the room's ceiling.
“Any preferences, should I trip over some in the ice?” He brought his gaze back down.
Toy remained silent, looking abashed, but Demos wasn't cowed. “You know as well as
we do that we're running this rescue on barely sufficient resources. It can't continue this way.
The truth is, this ship has the room, and we have the work. Maybe if this Telaris place is as
poor as Saff says, some of the locals might be willing to trade a dead-end job on a hunk of
ice for the glamour and excitement of being interstellar terrorists. It can't hurt to ask while
you're hunting down this Halan character.”
Discounting the questionable humour quotient, Quinten had to admit that the thought
had merit. “I'll consider it.”
“Wow,” Demos said, “finally, a big concession from the captain.”
“The more you make sense, Demos, the more it happens.”
Toy rose from his seat. “I'd love to sit here and enjoy the real-time show but I need to
check a few things and, unfortunately, I don't have a back-up engineer to delegate to.
Something for you to bear in mind, grandpa. More engineers.”
He sketched the rest of them a quick salute and left the room.
Quinten watched his retreating back. “So we're back to this.”
“You've said it yourself, Tamlan,” Oisyn said. “This bird was built for a bigger crew. And
you know we could use the help.”
“Maybe even sooner rather than later.” Demos looked at the others. “Think about this for
a minute. We get to Telaris. What if, to bust out your favourite bounty-hunter, we have to go
up against twenty mercenaries? Thirty? A hundred?” He shrugged. “We don't know, do we?
Our sensors could be tricked, we get down to the surface, and the next thing you know we're
being surrounded by three battleship battalions. And only three of us down there and two of
us up here? I don't like those odds.”
“Our sensors are very good,” Saff said. She hesitated. “But they can be misled.”
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Quinten thinned his lips. “What are you saying? We shouldn't go after Vigo?”
The alien's voice was quiet as she stared at Demos. “We owe Vigo Halan our lives. We
must go.” Her gaze swung to Quinten. “But we must also plan our strategy as carefully as
possible.”
“Which is what we're doing right now,” Quinten said. “I want everyone on maximum alert
for the next two days, and hyper-maximum alert once we reach Telaris.” He looked at
Demos. “You're right, I can't guarantee we won't walk into an ambush. All I can say is that
Telaris is too far away from anything for the Republic to bait a trap here.”
Demos tilted his head. “Is that your brain or gut talking?”
“It's my intuition.”
Demos shook his head. “Then I hope for your sake, dear captain, that you're right.”

The remaining days passed too quickly. Quinten filled the crew's time with drills, diagnostics,
and more drills, and still felt unprepared when the Perdition reached Telaris's system.
“Saff.”
The white-skinned alien perused several screens of data from her command room
station. “All clear, Quinten Tamlan. We appear to be the only vessel within this solar system
at this current time.”
“And on the planet?”
“Approaching now.” She paused. “Ice-fishing fleets. Equatorial settlements. Chaos
analysis indicates normal behaviour. No anomalous markers.”
“Okay, so we're here.” Quinten stared at the white-grey globe that dominated the main
viewscreen. “Now, where's Vigo?”
“I'm picking up a beacon one thousand eight hundred kilometres above the planet's
surface.”
“One thousand eight hundred...” Quinten frowned. “That's a bit low, isn't it, even for
Telaris?”
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“Correct. I believe it was only meant as a temporary installation. It reads,” Saff paused
while she scanned an I/O monitor. “I am receiving a set of coordinates and a message,
purportedly from Vigo Halan.”
“Let's see it.”
The face that flashed up on the viewscreen was familiar, and Quinten let out a breath.
“Is it genuine?” he asked.
“It would appear so.”
Vigo looked much sharper and clearer than she had in the Gilgan transmission. Much
the same as she'd looked almost two years ago, Quinten thought. Maybe a little tired, but
there were no marks or bruises on her face, no impediments to her speech.
“Hi, Ten,” Vigo's image said. “I've sent a set of coordinates along with this message.
Now that it's been read, the beacon should begin its self-destruct sequence. I know it isn't
much, but this is all I had time for. Come on down when you get this. I'm safe for the moment,
but there's no need to announce your presence, if you understand me. Make sure you're
armed and,” she grinned, “dress warm.”
The message disappeared and Quinten was left looking at the icy mass of Telaris again.
“This is it, then,” he said. “You're clear on what to do, Saff?”
“I am currently in communication with Telaris authorities to clear access to their surface.
They are,” she raised her eyebrows, “remarkably cooperative. Once you leave, I will maintain
a safe distance from Telaris but monitor offplanet communications. I will contact you the
moment danger threatens, but will remain hidden until you give the word for extraction.”
Quinten nodded. “Tell Erna and Demos to meet me in the shuttle bay. We'll take the
Stratus down this time.” The Perdition's first shuttle was not as slick as the later acquired
Cloud Skimmer II but it was fast and, if it needed to be abandoned, wouldn't cause Quinten as
much heartache.
“Yes, Quinten Tamlan.”
“And remember to take care of this ship, Saff.”
A pair of large black eyes blinked. “Of course, Quinten Tamlan.”
Quinten could feel the adrenaline pumping through his system as he strode down the
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main corridor. Finally, the riddle of Vigo's disappearance was going to be answered. If she
was in one piece, he was going to throttle her for worrying him so much. She had said she
was in trouble, but it had better be real trouble, he decided, and not just one of her tasteless
jokes.
As if picking up on his mood, Oisyn and Demos were already in the shuttle, their
weapons fully charged. Saff must have called them while he was en route. He ran an
experienced eye over their suits while he stripped down to his underwear and got into his, the
armour constricting over his body like a tight glove.
“We have our helmets?” he asked.
“All three,” Oisyn said, patting a short row of rounded shells perched on a rack. “We're
ready whenever you are, Tamlan. Saff says we're cleared to land on Telaris but we'll need to
transmit identification from the craft itself when we've entered their atmosphere.”
“Good. Demos, did you hear that? Take us out while I check our weaponry. Saff
should've fed the coordinates down to your console. Vigo told me to take it easy, but I'm not
in the mood to humour her. Set us down a click away from the position she gave us. We'll exit
hot and see how it goes from there.”
“Whatever you say.” But Demos looked satisfied. His slender fingers played over the
shuttle's controls. Metallic clangs informed them that the magnetic clamps had been
disengaged, then smooth silence filled the cabin.
“We're away,” Demos said. “We should be down on Telaris in eleven minutes.”
The icy globe grew larger in their viewscreen until it dominated every speck of window
space. At a beep, Demos reached for an adjacent console, feeding it information.
“Any problems with the authorities?”
“No. I filed a false ID, of course, but I don't think it mattered. They don't seem to care
either way. The minute they found out that we didn't need any of their cargo or personnel
transport services, they okayed our landing without hesitation.”
“Life on the frontier, eh? Quick and dirty.” He turned to the other member of the group.
“Erna, you know what you need to do.”
The ex-pirate rolled her eyes. “Yeah, yeah. You and Demos get to play hero while I skulk
in the background.”
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Quinten tightened his lips. “I'm in front. Demos comes after. You hang back. You may
spot someone or something that doesn't belong, like a welcome party attempting to ambush
us.”
“Polish it however you like, Tamlan, but it's still the same piece of drak. Even though I'm
dressed up just like Demos, and am almost as good a shot, I still gotta hang back like the
helpless woman I am.”
“I swear...” Quinten shook his head slowly. “Demos,” he said, not turning around.
“Yeah?”
“Erna takes middle position.”
“Uh, okay.”
“Happy now?” Quinten quirked an eyebrow.
Oisyn grinned and winked. “Y'see, that wasn't so hard, was it?”
“I swear, Erna, one day you're going to be the death of me.”
“Hang on,” Demos said, “we're about to enter the lower atmosphere. I'm bringing it in
steep. We should hit landfall in less than two minutes.”
Stumbling to a pair of seats, Quinten and Oisyn strapped themselves in. Around them,
the shuttle rattled and bucked.
“Sorry about this,” Demos added, giving them a running commentary. His voice was as
jittery as the shuttle. “Hit a bit of turbulence.”
“Where are we coming down?” Quinten asked.
“Just where you wanted it. One click out. Night has set at the destination. I overshot to
make it appear that I'm heading for one of the ice fleets. I'll double back low and black once
we're over their horizon.”
“Sensors?”
“Nothing locked on us so far. In fact,” a mocking note crept into his voice, “it's as quiet as
my mother's grave.”
Quinten ignored the jibe. “Erna, grab your helmet the moment we set down. I want to be
able to move while the thrusters are still firing.”
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The look she gave him was droll. “You want to teach me how to fire my rifle as well,
Tamlan?”
“Just be prepared. Boot your scope. It's going to be dark out there.”
“Twenty seconds,” Demos said.
“Move,” Quinten said. “Get your helmet.” He raised his voice. “Demos, cut the lights.”
The cabin plunged into darkness.
Unclipping his harness, Quinten shot to his feet. He knew the row of helmets was a little
more than a metre in front of him and to his right. Beside him, he heard Oisyn shuffle forward
and a small scrape as she lifted a helmet. He did the same, fastening the protective shell
over his head and switching it on.
By the time he turned to face the cockpit again, the helmet had booted. An amber
display projected against a lower corner of his visor. Current temperature was cabin normal
and the array of tiny sensors was interpreting the flurry of weather outside the shuttle, visible
through the filtered cockpit window, as a snowstorm, additional parameters as yet
undetermined.
“Didn't we already do this at Sapporo?” Quinten said to himself.
The Stratus settled on the chill ground with barely a shudder and, in the time it took
Quinten to palm open the main hatch, Demos had left the cockpit and was halfway to putting
on his own helmet.
Quinten made a movement of patting the ground. Stay down. Then he ran forward.
Even with drifts of snow occasionally obscuring his sight, it was clear that Demos had
chosen an ideal place to land the small ship. The Stratus was nestled in the middle of a field
of icy boulders of big enough size to give the team several spots to shelter behind. Quinten
mentally conceded that the wind wasn't as fierce as it had been on Sapporo and his helmet's
augmented noise capture system was able to pick up the approach of both Oisyn and
Demos.
He had been half-expecting a firefight. He knew that when it came to Vigo, nothing was
as straightforward as it seemed but, unfortunately, the area around the Stratus was clear of
any betraying heat signals. He didn't like it. It made him jittery.
“Erna?”
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She knew he was asking for confirmation. “The only things moving out here are us and
snowflakes,” she said.
“Demos, which way?”
The suited figure next to him pointed to the right.
“All right,” Quinten said. “Single file, in order. Let's go.”
If previously questioned on the topic, Quinten would have remarked that one ice planet
was the same as the next, but he soon realised that wasn't true. There was a different texture
to the ground now crunching beneath his booted feet. The wind on Telaris wasn't blowing as
hard as on Sapporo. It was an extreme climate but, as the tempest eased, he could
understand some people welcoming the challenge of living there. A serene quiet filled the air,
reminding him of space. Except space was usually level. Following the path Demos
indicated, Quinten headed up a rocky path. The jagged stones provided cracks that acted as
adequate footholds, but progress was slow, made more cumbersome by their suits.
Quinten finally reached the top of the hill and looked out over the crest. There was a flat
icy field below him that could either be frozen taiga or a frozen lake, he didn't know which. His
attention was riveted to a circular building with a domed top, approximately one hundred
metres away, set almost in the centre of the field. It was the only building visible and must be
where Vigo was.
Quinten crouched down and scanned the environment. Vigo had said she was safe for
the moment, but was that true? Using his helmet's visuals, he zoomed in on the snow
surrounding the building but picked up no traces of footprints, no suspicious hillocks, no
latent heat signatures. The ambient temperature remained the same across the ice, with no
anomalous bumps glowing red or orange.
“We're stopping?” Oisyn asked, crouching down next to him. “Why are we stopping?”
“Just checking.”
Quinten stopped scanning the snow and examined the building. Horizontal slit windows
punctuated the dome's smoothness, glowing yellow in the blue-tinged darkness. All Quinten
heard were soft cracks as Demos joined them, and the sound of the wind blowing past them.
Was it a good or bad thing that they hadn't battled through a firefight to get to this spot?
Was it a good or bad thing that the place where Vigo appeared to be holed up was isolated
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and stood out like a round, giant target?
“Comms off,” Quinten said, his voice abrupt. “Silent running. Let's move.”
He felt naked, exposed, as they slip-stepped down the other side of the hill. Quinten
knew Demos would be constantly scanning the snowy landscape, but it didn't quell his
unease. The crunch of snow sounded unnaturally loud in the silence. He couldn't hear a
single animal, not the howl of a predator nor the shrill cry of an avian. Dammit, he should've
done more research on Telaris before they entered the system.
They walked across the icy plain.
The dark curved wall of the building loomed closer until Quinten was finally at the foot of
a ramp leading up to a door perched two metres above the ground.
This was it, the moment of truth. After a small hesitation, he ascended the ramp.
When Quinten reached the door, he looked for an access panel or a chime button but
there wasn't either. Shifting the rifle in his arm, he cradled the barrel in the crook of his left
arm, making sure that his right index finger was next to the trigger. Then, with the knuckles of
his left hand, he rapped at the entrance. A quick glance to either side showed Oisyn, weapon
poised and aimed, and Demos, alert and scanning the ground they'd traversed.
The panel slid open.
It was Vigo. Her features were a little drawn but she looked fine. No limbs missing, no
bloody clothes. No obvious harm at all. Quinten's gaze snapped beyond her, to a short
corridor that led to another room.
“You came,” she said with a wide grin, her voice cheery. “But you're letting out all the
heat. Hurry up, come in.”
Pulling them by their arms, she tugged the three of them out of the snow and slapped
the door shut behind them.
“Don't want to broadcast a bigger energy signature than I need to,” she said. “Take your
helmets off. Come on through.”
The three Perdition crew looked at each other and slowly unsnapped their helmets.
Quinten knew what they were thinking: what the hell is going on?
Vigo paused at the threshold of the inner room, turned and put her hands on her hips.
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“Ain't no-one here but us terrorists, Ten. And I'm sure you'd like to relax a little while I tell you
what's been going on for the past two years.”
“Don't put your helmets down,” Quinten said in a low voice, remembering a fumble for
equipment...a blossom of red on his wife's chest...and a cold, cold moon.
“What's all the mystery about, Vigo?” he asked, raising his voice. None of his crew had
moved from their positions in front of the door, and if the bounty-hunter noticed that Quinten's
finger was still dangerously close to his rifle's trigger, she didn't remark on it.
“It was illuminating being on the other side of the bars, if you take my meaning.” Vigo
walked further into the room, beckoning them in. “I've laid out some food and drink for you.
It's cold, dry and dirty work trudging through all that snow.”
Quinten didn't want to enter that room. This was Vigo, and yet it wasn't. She looked like
his friend, moved like her, spoke like her. The damned biomonster vision of what he'd
confronted on Gilgan—Kiel as brain-dead plaything—still had the power to shake him, and
Vigo's unnaturally cheery behaviour wasn't helping.
Her gaze slipped to the pair beside him. “I promise, no harm will come to you.”
And, for a moment, she was the old Vigo, her expression serious, yet with that
characteristic lilt to her bow-shaped lips.
Quinten entered the room first.
It was empty. He looked at Vigo. She had saved his life during a brawl when he was still
a half-cripple. Had risked her life and reputation helping to carry out the Rannler operation
with him and Saff. Had had many opportunities to turn him in to the Republic, and hadn't.
Quinten tried hard to remember all these things, but something. Just. Wasn't. Right. He felt
the weight of several gazes burrow into his head. Between his shoulder blades. All over his
body. But they were alone, just the four of them.
Weren't they?
Directly in front of him was a table. Two benches and four chairs were arranged
haphazardly around it. On the table was a tray of steaming food, next to a stack of plates.
Steaming food.
“Come on, Ten,” Vigo cajoled. “Sit down. Tell me what's been happening with you and I'll
tell you what's been happening with me.”
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Quinten took a half-step forward. The feeling that someone was watching him didn't
abate. Why was the food hot? How had Vigo known the exact moment they'd arrive? Had
there been sensors along the path? His suit hadn't picked up any.
Then something flickered at the edge of his vision. A brief horizontal line flashed. It
looked like...a weapon? But how? The room was still empty.
The thought hadn't yet left his mind when he dropped his helmet, bringing up his own
rifle in one smooth movement.
“Erna! Demos!”
But he was still too late. Half-a-dozen armed men appeared, materialising out of thin air
like tuned holograms. His rifle was pointed at the chest of one of them, but at least four
others had their own weapons trained on him. Behind him, he heard scuffles, then low
muttered cursing, and knew that his two crewmembers had been disarmed.
“Sit down, Ten,” Vigo said, her voice once more calm. Once more Vigo. “And you might
as well put down your weapon. We need to talk.”
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